e-research implementation committee meeting
11/5/2014

present: Williams, Hogenboom, Braxton, Rimkus, Anderson, Burnette, Green, Hussein Moustafa, Wiley, Namachchivaya

note-taker: Rimkus

Agenda

- Announcements/Updates
- Report on CLIR/DFL E-Research Peer Networking and Mentoring Group participation (Sarah W., Christie & Heidi)
- Report on/discussion of developments with the DOI service
- Discussion about future needs/plans for research data activities

Meeting notes

- update on conference travel: currently compiling names of people to travel where
- meeting frequency: Heidi will not be able to attend this or next two meetings; Heidi suggested calling a special brainstorming meeting for more in-detail planning. Possibly in December close to winter break.
- update on CLIR/DFL research peer networking and mentoring group from Sarah and Christie; intended to build a community of practice; but the webinar format made it hard to form connections
- DOI
  - we now have 8 DOIs
  - in September there were 67 resolutions
  - Tom has added new functionality to RDS portal--ability to approve metadata for a resource, which gives researcher the ability to approve metadata we enter for them (yes, I agree to the metadata, yes I agree to the terms of service)
  - discussions on metadata are ongoing on how to represent related resources; Ayla has joined the working group (EZ-ID pilot working group) to provide guidance on metadata
  - other needs are adding a search function to RDS portal
  - they have 8 DOIs and 4 shoulders as well as choosing shoulder functionalit
  - there is a need to unify language about "Research Data Service" vs "team" etc. in public emails and sites; what should our official name be with DataCite (UIUC RDS, etc.)?
  - there is a step-by-step instructions document for RDS portal, for creating project, adding resource, publishing DOI
- Discussion of future plans in brainstorming spreadsheet on Box (changes made in document during meeting, see PlansForEResearchImplementationCommitteeActivities.docx)
  - should content be duplicated on SC and RDS sites? who will keep it up to date to make sure there is not duplication or confusion? We should probably talk about it when Heidi is here
  - how to best coordinate travel support for this group? JPW has recommended we use our personal allocations first and then request more money, and that requests can go
through AULs rather than him

- Research data blog. We need to decide who its audience is, whether it should be phased out, what is its purpose, how do we link it so that its intended audience finds it.